ECLIPSE ENTRY SET

**TECHNICAL DETAILS:**

**Exterior ECLIPSE ENTRY SET FINISHES**
- Victorian Bronze
- Black
- Bright Brass
- Satin Nickel

**Interior ECLIPSE ENTRY SET FINISHES**
- Victorian Bronze
- Bright Brass
- Satin Nickel

**LEVER OPTIONS & FINISHES**

**Eclipse**
- Victorian Bronze
- Black
- Bright Brass
- Satin Nickel

**Pinnacle**
- Victorian Bronze
- Bright Brass
- Satin Nickel

NOTE: Eclipse and Pinnacle Levers are interchangeable.
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ECLIPSE ENTRANCE GRIP

Requires Ø 1-11/16" or 2-1/8" Crossbores

NOTE: Eclipse and Pinnacle Levers are interchangeable.

NOTE: Drill 3/8" Diameter Hole for bottom of entrance grip mounting screw
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PINNACLE ENTRY SET

Requires Ø 1-11/16" or 2-1/8" Crossbores

NOTE: Eclipse and Pinnacle Levers are interchangeable.
CURVED ENTRY SET

CURVED ENTRY SET FINISHES

- Victorian Bronze
- Black
- Satin Nickel

INTERIOR LEVER OPTIONS & FINISHES

Curved
- Victorian Bronze
- Black
- Satin Nickel

Rectangular
- Victorian Bronze
- Black
- Satin Nickel

NOTE: Curved and Rectangular Levers are interchangeable.

Requires Ø 1-11/16" or 2-1/8" Crossbores
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RECTANGULAR ENTRY SET

 Requires Ø 1-11/16" or 2-1/8" Crossbores

INTERIOR LEVER OPTIONS & FINISHES

- Curved
  - Victorian Bronze
  - Black Powder
  - Satin Nickel

- Rectangular
  - Victorian Bronze
  - Black Powder
  - Satin Nickel

NOTE: Curved and Rectangular Levers are interchangeable.
HORIZON ENTRY SET

 Requires Ø 1-11/16" Crossbores

TECHNICAL DETAILS: W&F ENTRY HARDWARE™

HORIZON ENTRY SET FINISHES

- Victorian Bronze
- Bright Brass
- Satin Nickel
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